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Abstract
Art and the blockchain [1], it is something people in the blockchain community have always talked about,
but how would it be possible? Monegraph [2], the first digital art blockchain project created a system that
could prove IP rights of any artwork uploaded. However, the file store was centralised and there was no
real way to keep track of the artworks other than the transfer on the blockchain. The image files were only
kind of linked to these transactions; the issue remained unsolved. Then late last year a bit of magic
happened. Enter; Crypto kitties [3] and ERC-721 [4] a protocol for non-fungible tokens [5]. A solution? Well
not quite...
With the use of ERC-721 we can get art on the blockchain with attributes; we are half way there. Yet there
is still one major development that needs to happen before art can truly be digitised - a decentralised p2p
[6] file system for the relevant artwork files. Without this system art on the blockchain is just a bunch of
meaningless code. Sure, you can have artist name, name of the artwork and some other identifiers but
with no image for reference over a long period that is going to become a meaningless token on the
blockchain.
Artwork should be a long-term investment that you know is never going to disappear; that can be passed
on to your children; at the highest quality; and stored safely and most importantly permanently. The B.A.E
will address these issues which, currently are holding the blockchain art movement back.
Introduction
Blockchain is a tool which can empower artists and we need to use it as one. Rather than focusing on one
blockchain project the B.A.E will use whichever tool that works best. For example, currently video art
cannot be sold without the buyer signing a document which makes them promise that they will not
reproduce it. Video art is also still sold on a disk or USB stick blockchain has the power to change this.
The purpose of this white paper is to show the main issues that have presented themselves in the crypto
collectables market for art and how the B.A.E will be solving those issues as well as showing the key features
of our product.
This whitepaper is intended to provide the reader with information purposes only and does not and will
not create any legally binding obligation on the authors or on any third party.

Roadmap
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Existing Issues
The crypto collectables market is exploding, and many companies are racing to get art on the blockchain
[7]. However, so far, most projects are just that: art on the blockchain. An important question arises: how?
The blockchain is not a file store, nor is it even well suited to the transfer of digital files. The issues that
blockchain art projects overlook are as follows with our proposed solutions below:
ERC-721: the ERC-721 protocol for art is like having a certificate of authenticity without any reference for
what the art looks like, useless. For ERC-721 to work correctly for art it must work in tandem with a file
system p2p otherwise. Crypto collectables such as Crypto kitties work by giving a selection of attributes
which the website displaying them interprets with artwork set by an artist. For artworks the image
displayed must be consistent any file store which is linked to a non-fungible token will need to last as long
as the blockchain which holds the tokens. The attributes aspect is vital in crypto collectables and is always
left by the wayside in blockchain art projects.
Solution: Art needs to be represented as a non-fungible token, the protocol used is irrelevant. The best
solution is to have a private chain tracking the movement of art both on the B.A.E and when off-site after
being moved to a public chain. In the case that ERC-721 or even Ethereum [8] as a whole becomes unused
we can easily redeploy our tokens to the users that hold them in the relevant new blockchain development.
The attributes issue can be solved by using the metrics of the digital standard as the aspects of each nonfungible token along with links to its image file on our severs as well as a p2p system.
Storage: at the moment there is no satisfactory way in which to store large files in a decentralised manner
and still retain control for ownership purposes. While projects like the IPFS [9] are very promising and
moving in the right direction, at the time of launch for the B.A.E, there is no p2p file system with enough
scalability and promise for a long-term use. If we are to archive and store high-resolution artworks we need
to know that the project and file system used is going to be in existence for as long as the blockchain which
it links to.
Solution: The B.A.E will use a combination of different methods, utilising p2p file store and/or shard [10]
our own central severs so that we can move the storage around and even send it to galleries if they wish
to rent the artwork for display. These methods can grow into setting up severs in major galleries and
rewarding them for storing the artwork. The push towards decentralization is important for the B.A.E but
it must be done responsibly.
Fee’s for storage: even if the above issue is solved, the next issue is encountered when uploading highresolution images on a file system – Fees. These fees will need to be paid by anyone wishing to store files
just to keep them from disappearing. For blockchains this is not an issue as you only pay a fee when you
are sending a payment or adding something to the blockchain. Further, for blockchains there is an incentive
for mining, something that p2p systems have yet to solve. For file systems you have to pay a fee just to
keep the file in existence. A solution where storage is mutually beneficial is needed.
Solution: This issue will be addressed by the user if they wish to create a non-fungible token artwork taking
control of the billing for use of a p2p file system. While this is not a perfect solution, we await a way in
which storing a file can be mutually beneficial. Should the IAO go very well the B.A.E will use its extra
resources to help create a system where this is possible.
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Copyright infringement: how art is sold and what rights are transferred in a sale is commonly
misunderstood. While digital collectables are a new phenomenon the concept is the same as producing a
print of an artwork - only the owner of the Intellectual property can produce the same. This means that
any platform offering digital collectables created by collectors from their private collection is breaking
copyright law. In short, when you buy a work of art you do not receive any right to reproduce, unless prior
agreed upon.
Solution: our solution for this is simple only the owner of the IP rights can make a digital collectable from
an artwork. Every artwork uploaded to the B.A.E will undergo a stringent process by our team of experts
to ensure that the work is authentic and not a copy. Users must also be verified to upload any art to our
severs.
Public domain works: artworks are being lifted from museum websites [11] and sold as digital collectables,
a perfect example of this is “the Mona Lisa” which sold for 6.5 Eth [12]. Legally, there is nothing wrong with
this. However, on a moral standing this is not only a rip off for the buyer, the museum has been mugged of
a very useful fund-raising tool.
Solution: on the B.A.E only a museum or those who hold the physical work of the public domain artwork
will be able to create a collectable of that artwork on the B.A.E.
Summary; The first four issues above contribute to a larger issue, a lack of meaningful development in the
space, this year many projects have created promising p2p file systems such as the IFPS, file coin [13] and
Dfinity [14]. Which of these decentralised file systems is the successful one is anyone’s guess. With this in
mind the B.A.E will be watching this space carefully to see which one of the new p2p systems becomes the
front runner.

Upload process

The user uploads their creation.

The creation is graded with
our digital standard. Giving
a price and objective
grading.

The creation is given a
certificate and will always
trace back to the B.A.E Via
the blockchain proving
authenticity.

The creation is now a
crypto collectable and can
be exchanged instantly on
the B.A.E platform.
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The Product
The B.A.E definition of a digital collectable
The B.A.E will define a digital art collectable in our context in the following ways;
1. While the collectable is created from a physical work of art it bears no connection to it. For
example, if an artist creates a crypto collectable from an artwork they may still sell the physical
work separately.
2. All the B.A.E collectables must be a unique edition of one.
3. All digital collectables will have certificates which will show buyers what grade the artwork receives
in all relevant metrics. This certificate will be created from our digital standard the grades for which
will be used in the ERC-721 token on the blockchain as its attributes.
Intellectual property
Art can be copied or used without credit this happens all the time. Artists in less empowered positions are
ripped off by large companies without being given fair or if any compensation. As digital art grows this issue
will only become larger. Uploading an artwork to the B.A.E even if it never sells will protect the artist from
these underhanded tactics. In some cases, even giving the creator legal recourse. This serves to protect the
underdog which in the current artworld has enough issues to worry about without also being scared to
show work.
Discovery of new artists
Buyers have a hard time finding art and artists have a hard time being found. At present finding a new artist
that a buyer may want to purchase is totally reliant on contacting a gallery/ dealer and having them tell
you what the correct option is. This is normally based on what the gallery or dealer is trying to sell right
now and not on what is a good investment or what may even suit your taste. Hard sell tactics are too often
employed by the current industry.
The B.A.E will allow artists to be found, previously undiscovered artists will now be able to show their work
directly to the consumers. Instead of pitching their artwork to an art dealer/ gallery only to have it rejected
on the grounds of perceived marketability.
No matter the location in the world or government restrictions placed on artist development, artists will
be able to use the B.A.E to get direct contact with the consumer, changing the dynamic forever.
Personal galleries
A large part of the B.A.E will be the creation of personal galleries these will Include any work that the
creator owns, users will also be able to curate their gallery to their liking. Artists will be able to show off
their collections whether for sale or not. Users will also be able to subscribe to these galleries to keep up
to date on their purchases, what auctions they are currently biding on and anything else they post about.
This system will pave the way for new influencers within the art world.
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Digital standard testing
When buying art, the visual element is the most important aspect. Why should digital collectables be any
different? The B.A.E has a secret to making sure that all the images connected with the collectables are of
the highest standard, our grading system based on the archive quality of the artwork file uploaded. This
grading determines the price for new artists and also provides a clear A-H grading for buyers on every
important aspect of an image or video file, like the way diamonds are graded [15], to help make an
informed decision when buying or investing in an artwork.
Pricing algorithm
The digital standard (DS) severs two purposes the first to give a buyer a clear idea of what they are getting
in an artworks objective quality’s. The second function of the DS is to price new artists utilising the metrics
of the DS. This will be the starting price for any new artist uploading any sort of artwork. After new artists
have been priced all work will be sold by auction to realise the true market value.
Options for display and printing
The main way in which the artwork from the B.A.E can be displayed is via digital screen. At launch this will
be done via a simple internet browser found on all devices (smart phone smart TVs etc.) we would
recommend google chrome as it carries the best resolution. However, at launch a smart tv app will be
developed and soon after a smart phone app.
If an artist wishes they may set an amount of prints that can be made for any given artwork. This can extend
to 3D scans of sculptures.
This amount would be set by the first uploader so that when buying a resale, it will be key to note how
many editions may be created from it. Buyers collecting for themselves may want to print all editions. Art
dealers may want to keep the amount of physical prints at full in order resale for the highest price. Artists
may set the terms of printing too, some may allow the public sale of the prints created others may simply
want people to print them for personal use.
Artist Royalties
Currently, after an artist sells an artwork they will never again benefit from its resale. We will change this
dynamic and give artists a royalty of 0.75-1% every time their work sells. This royalty will never expire even
if the original artwork becomes public domain. This way artists will be rewarded for their creation forever.
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Exchange
The B.A.E will create an exchange to facilitate the trading of our art. The focus will be on usability in order
to help bring the digital collectable market into the main stream. At launch Buyers will require a meta mask
to use the website. Later in our development we will add ways of buying art with fiat too.
The B.A.E will offer many different options for the sale of art, which will unlock as people use the platform
more. All new artist sales will all happen via auction so that a true market price will be achieved. Any
creation uploaded to the B.A.E will be automatically up for auction unless a subscription fee is paid. This
will also affect any buyers without a subscription, the standard rate for a subscription will be GBP6.99, this
will allow the manual selling of artwork and let the user access our display application (these features will
be added after the IAO).
IAO
The B.A.E will conduct the very first Initial Art Offering (“IAO”). Whereas most blockchain projects need to
conduct an ICO [16] just to get started the B.A.E is already investor funded. The IAO will run for 6 months
while we create our p2p and/or shard our storage capability. The IAO will be selling the best artworks as
digital collectables including photographs by David Bailey to help fund the p2p/ shard storage. Whatever
the outcome of the IAO the B.A.E will have some sort of offsite transfer capability with none-fungible
tokens and a p2p or shard our file store, But the better the IAO does the better that vital feature will be.

Conclusion

In this white paper we have set out a product which is an exchange and creation infrastructure for crypto
collectables made by artists from their artworks. We have also set out the main issues facing this new
market and our proposed solutions.
The digital collectables revolution has started - the internet revolution has finally hit art. Those at the top
of the art industry find themselves unknowingly in a similar place as the music industry did so in 1999 at
the inception of Napster [17].
The B.A.E will become the stamp of approval for any blockchain art collectable. Provenance tracing back
to us will prove that the collectable is connected to the best quality file that has been uploaded by the
holder of the IP rights. The B.A.E will provide peace of mind and certainty for investors in this budding
frontier market.
Open source and decentralization are at the heart of the blockchain community and the B.A.E will be
doing everything in its power to achieve these ideals. However, an unintended consequence of
decentralization is the infringement upon the rights of content creators. With this in mind our product
needs to be decentralised responsibly. We will help towards this goal by providing infrastructure that this
industry needs to prove IP, upload and interact with these new forms of investment.
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